Dynamic Performance Governance

Seminari per gli studenti del corso di laurea magistrale in scienze delle amministrazioni e delle organizzazioni complesse (LM-63), curriculum in Public Management

Coordinatore scientifico: Prof. Carmine Bianchi

**Nell’ambito del corso in “Dynamic Performance Governance” si terranno i seguenti seminari:**

**17 May 2022 h. 14:30 – 16:30** Computer lab
*Sustainable Mobility Policies in the city of Palermo*
Giusto Catania
Town Councilor for Mobility and Transportation, Municipality of Palermo

**20 May 2022 h. 14:30 – 16:30** Computer lab
*The design and implementation of the Performance Management System in the Region of Sicily: critical points and possible solutions*
Mauro Lo Tennero
Leading Management of the Staff unit supporting Strategic Control and Performance Evaluation, Regional Administration of Sicily

**23 May 2022 h. 14:00 - 16:00** Computer lab
*The impact of Regional public policies in pandemic times*
Giovanni Bologna
Attorney General, Regional Administration of Sicily

**25 May 2022 h. 10:00 – 12:00** Computer lab
*Exploring the Shift from Output Measures to Outcome Measures of Service Delivery: Insights from Municipal Research*
William C. Rivenbark
Professor of Public Administration and Government
School of Government, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, USA

**1 June 2022 h. 10:00 – 12:00** Computer lab
*Performance Management in the Vietnamese Public Sector*
Do Anh Tai
Professor of Public Management
University Council Chancellor
Thai Nguyen University of Economics and Business Administration, Vietnam